. go back to the Cyclopean age. Of my own experience I 31
would say that there is no more direct, approachable, easy
;nan to deal with than the Greek. He becomes a friend
immediately: he goes out to you. With the Frenchman
friendship is a long and laborious process: it may take a
lifetime to make a friend of him. He is best in acquaint-
anceship where there is little to risk and where there are
no aftermaths. The very word ami contains almost noth-
ing of the flavor of friend, a$ we feel it in English. C'est
mon ami can not be translated by "this is my friend." .
There is no counterpart to this English phrase in the •
French language. It is a gap which has never been filled,
like the word "home." These things affect conversation.
One can converse all right, but it is difficult to have a
heart to heart talk. All France, it has often been said, is a
garden, and if you love France, as I do, it can be a very
beautiful garden. For myself I found it healing and
soothing to the spirit; I recovered from the shocks and
bruises which I had received in my own country. But there
comes a day, when you are well again and strong, when
this atmosphere ceases to be nourishing. You long to
break out and test your powers. Then the French spirit
seems inadequate". You long to make friends, to create
enemies, to look beyond walls and cultivated patches of
earth. You want to cease thinking in terms of life insur-
ance, sick benefits, old age pensions and so on.
After the succulent repast at the taverna in Piraeus, all
of us a bit stinko from the'fazHW, we moved back to the
big square in Athens. It was midnight or a little after and
the square still crowded with people. Katsimbalis seemed
to divine the spot where his friends were seated. We were
introduced to his bosom comrades, George Seferiades and
Captain Antoniou of the good ship "Acropolis." They soon
began plying me with questions about America and Amer-
ican writers. Like most educated Europeans they knew

